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Progressive Metal is a complete collection of brutal hard rock 7- and 8-string djent-style
guitar phrases (e.g. Meshuggah, Periphery, nods . ) performed by Latin vocalists (e.g.

Ensiferum, UFO, Deep Purple and others), as well as folk metal masterpieces (for example
- Iron Maiden, Cradle of Filth, Sepultura). Other Progressive Slab brands are some of the

most famous electric guitar and electro thrash bands of the 1980s generation that used
progressive black metal and heavy metal in their work: UDO, Amorphis, Satyricon,

Element of Symmetry, Iron Cranium, Steel Mask, Tortoise, Tesla. Having emerged in the
late 1970s and early 1980s on the wave of psychedelia, progressive black did not really

advance by historical standards - most of its listeners (both musicians and listeners) were
only somewhat younger than those born decades later. In fact, even among those born in
the 1980s, this wave never went beyond the teenage counterculture. In contrast to these

brethren, Planet Mu reached a relatively wide audience already in the late 1980s, right up
to the early 1990s. Mainly due to the release and distribution on vinyl of such albums as

Pax Romana, Virgin Trauma (later reissued by Vita Infernalis) and The Collapsing World,
he was very popular among progressive metal fans in the 1990s. "In contrast to Britpop and
underground vocals, in progressive progressive music, as early as the 1980s, the desire to

use fantasy elements in their musical compositions arose." Modern progressive black,
despite various fashion trends, for the most part exists within its original folk sound,

although the sound of modern progressive flesh, especially in an attempt to adapt some
ideas such as thrash, death metal and black elements, also allows composers playing in

alternative rock groups. How
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